BOYS' BOOKS  1/6 net.
G.    FORSYTH    GRANT
THE HERO OF CRAMPTON SCHOOL.—Boys who like school stories
would enjoy this book, and admire Hercules, the hero, who certainly lives
up to his name. He and his quiet friend, Trevor, are good characters, and
with one exception stick to one another through troubles and joys alike.
ASCOTT   R.   HOPE
THE BANDITS OF THE BOSPHORUS.—It was great fun pretending
to be bandits and taking captive a small companion, but they found that
amateur bandits sometimes get into trouble themselves. This and other
stories in the book make interesting reading for boys.
THE VULTURE'S NEST.—" The Vulture's Nest M is a 6nc ttory, with
good descriptions of Swiss scenery. The hero is a very plucky lad whose
excitng experience in the Alps would appeal to all adventure-loving boys.
** DUMPS."—Tom Richardson was a ragged, bare-footed little Scot, and a
delightfully interesting character he was. His pluck and endurance during a
very trying time at school, and the story of his friendship with '* Dumps,**
the Manse dog, make excellent reading. Both boy and dog are lovable.
SANDY'S SECRET.—A canny Scotch boy fondly imagines he has dis-
covered a thrilling secret which involves his own quiet schoolmaster with a
pirate. The secret turns out to be unromantic and ordinary, but Sandy
faithfully keeps his word concerning it, and benefits considerably thereby.
ARTHUR  L.   KNIGHT
BROTHER MIDDIES, and SLAVERS AHOY!—" Brother Middies."
Two sons of an old English family become midshipmen The elder is wrongly
discharged, and after many adventures meets his young brother under
strange circumstances. All ends happily.
" Slavers Ahoy I " Another exciting naval story. A handsome, brave, young
Cornish boy helps very considerably in waging an enthusiastic fight against
the slave traffic. He performs a splendid act of heroism in the end.
BESSIE    MARCHANT
IN THE CRADLE OF THE NORTH WIND.—Bessie Marchant is a
well-known authoress for girls and boys Her storv of the sea and a hunt for $
missing ship in the ice-bound regions of the north, with much hardship an^
many exciting incidents, is well" worth reading.
ROBERT   RICHARDSON
THE BOYS OF WILLOUGHBY SCHOOL.—A story of camping-outl
experiences as well as school life. A little French master is ragged a goe<£
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